
Unit 6 Extra Credit 

Based on Units 1-4 
Unit 1 Focus: (Density, Weight & Mass) 
1. If the Newton (N) was meant to describe a force, then why is the unit for weight Newtons (N)? 

 
2. Define what it is that mass measures, and how it is different from Weight.  

 
3. If I were to travel from Earth to Mars, what would be different? Your mass or Your weight? 

 
4. If you had 10 grams of each substance listed in the density table, which 10-gram substance will have the highest total 

volume? 
 

5. The volume of a 5 gallon bucket is 18,927 cm3, the density of several materials is shown in g/cm3 in the table to the 
right. If you had a 5 gallon bucket full of each material, which one would have the most mass? 

 
6. Which materials listed in the table can float on liquid water?  

 
7. Which Material listed in the density table is the only known metal is liquid at room temperature  

 

Unit 2 Focus: (Properties of Matter and Transfer of Energy) 

[For #8-12] Define the following terms as relates to the particle arrangement of the states 
of matter (solids, liquids, gas, plasma) 

8. Intermolecular Forces:  
9. Kinetic Energy:  
10. Temperature: 
11. Degree of Freedom: 
12. Density:  
[For #13- ] identify the correct type of heat transfer Conduction, Convection or Radiation 

13. Transferring heat through a Fluid : 
14. Transferring heat by a 360o emission of Infrared Waves: 
15. Transferring Heat through a Solid, that light cannot penetrate: 
16. Transferring Heat from the sun to Earth: 
17. How would head get through fire poker to the gloved hand? 
18. What is the main reason the hands feel heat here? 
19. What is the main reason why the hands feel heat here? 
20. What Heat transfer method is diagrammed by the fire? 
21. How is heat transferred from the hot griddle to the egg? 
22. There is a liquid in the pot heating up by which method? 

Unit 3 Focus: (Properties of Waves)  
23. All Waves carry/are ….. 
24. Explain the Relationship between the frequency (Hz) of a wave and its wavelength. 

 
25. What type of wave can travel through a vacuum? 

 
26. List the different names for a sound wave: 

 
27. Why do the following types of waves travel at the speed of light? Radio, Micro, IR, ROYGBIV, UV, X-ray, Gamma 

 
28. What do light waves travel fastest through? 
29. What do sound wave travel fastest through? 
30. What do sound waves originate from? 
31. Doppler Effect: If a source of light/sound is approaching you, do you hear/see higher Hz waves or lower Hz waves? 
32. Doppler Effect: If a Source of light/sound is approaching you, do you hear/see higher λ waves or lower λ waves?  
Unit 4 Focus: (Acids and Bases) 
33. What is the ION that makes an Acid be an Acid? 
34. What is the ION that makes a Base be a Base? 
35. What is the pH of a neutral substance? 
36. What is the pH of the strongest known Acids? 
37. What is the pH of the Strongest Known Bases? 

38. Acids react with Metals and release what kind of Gas? 


